
Something between constellation and performance

Petr Boháč, director of Constellation III. My son looking to the sun, put the audience in front of a kind
of chaos. It opens with six chairs on stage – three for the performers Markéta Vacovská, Miřenka
Čechová and Sára Vondrášková, and three for language interpreters. Čechová starts a discussion about
a new project named Constellation III. The creators openly acknowledge their fascination with chaos
and transforming it into order. This first panel was the most organized part of the show, and easy to
follow.

In the following part, Čechová gives a detailed description of every scene in their new performance.
The chaos is emphasized with echoes of her own words, simultaneous translation, music design by
Vondrášková, and Vacovská’s entrance as an intruder. The scene culminates in a cacophony of all of
these features, and Vondrášková’s seemingly endless statement that the introduction is a copy of a
copy of a copy…

The last part is non-verbal performance by Čechová and Vacovská accompanied by quite aggressive
music. Here, chaos is expressed in movement. While Čechová starts with something like a yoga sun
salutation, Vacovská pushes something toward invisible wall. One of the most remarkable feature of
the show was projection of performers with close-up of face, gaping mouth or split screen. In a
visually striking finale, a small kind robot-creature enters the stage, its costume reminiscent of some
post-apocalyptic sci-fi creature with spikes on the helmet and back; and finally there comes a huge
mass of cyclamen tin foil.

The performance itself is full of ambiguity and spectators are aware of this from the very beginning.
After the show, though, I felt like a victim of its chaos.
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